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Hyperbolic Nonwandering Sets without
Dense Periodic Points

By Masahiro KURATA
Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University

(Communicated by K.Ssaku YOSIDA, M. ft. A., Sept. 12, 1978)

Let f" MM be a C diffeomorphism of a closed C manifold M,
and let 2(f) be the nonwandering set of f. 9(f) is hyperbolic if
t0(f) is compact and the restriction T()M of the tangent bundle TM
of M on t0(f) splits into the Whitney sum of Tf-invariant subbundles

T,<)M EE,
such that given a Riemannian metric on TM there are positive numbers
c and 21 such that ITf"v]c,’lv], ior v eE and n0, and
c Iv], for v e E and n0. The following problem was suggested
in [3].

Problem. If a nonwandering set t0(f) is hyperbolic, are the
periodic points dense in t0(f)?

Newhouse and Palis proved that the answer is affirmative when
M is a two dimensional closed manifold ([1] and [2]).

In this paper we give the following

Theorem. Suppose dim M>_4. Then there is a diffeomorphism
F" M-M such that the nonwandering set 2(F) is hyperbolic but its
periodic points are not dense in 2(F).

Construction. To simplify the construction, we assume dim M
--4.

1o Denote D--[--2,6][--1,3]R2. Let an embedding f’D
-.D satisfy the followings (Fig. 1). Suppose that real numbers
a_, ., a satisfy

(1.1) a_ 2< l<ao= --a O<a
ao=6, and the rectangle A (i=0,..., 6) is given by

A={(x, y) e D a_ <_ x _a}.
Then f satisfies (1.2)-(1.5).

(1.2) f lAo, f[A and f]Ao are contractions with three sinks
(-- 1, 0), (1, 0) and (5, 2),

(1.3) f(A)int A0,
(1.4) f A," A,-f(A,) (i= 1, 3, 5) maps A, linearly onto a rectan-

gle f(A,), expanding horizontally and contracting vertically. There
are two hyperbolic fixed points, (0, 0) and (4, 2).

(1.5) There are numbers a> 1 and 0</< 1 such that
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Fig. 1

(x, y) for (x, y) e A1f(x, y)
L((x-- 41 + 4, (y-- 2) + 2)

and

Fig. 2

{(x, y) e D’Ily+li_}--[--, ] [--1--, -1+]

{(x, y) e D’ilm+ 11<_}=[--1--, --1 +] [--, ].
Let an embedding g" D’---.D’ satisfy (2.1)-(2.9).

(2.1) g(D’) c int D’,
(2.2) g is isotopic to the identity,
(2.3) ( g(D’) ({0} [-- 1, 1]) U ([--2, 0] {0}),

(2.4) There are five fixed points" three sinks (--2,0), (0,1),
(0, --1), and two saddle points (0, 0), (--1, 0).

(2.5) Wu((0, 0))--{0} (--1, 1),
(2.6) Wu(( 1, 0))--- (- 2, 0) {0},
(2.7) W((0, 0)) D’={(x, 0) e D’[x >_ 1},

such that

for (x, y) e A.
2. Let D’R satisfy the followings (Fig. 2). D’ is a neighbour-

hood of ({0}[--1, 1])[A([--2, 0]{0}) which is diffeomorphic to a 2-
dimensional disk, and there is a sufficiently small positive number
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where W’(p) (resp. Wu(p)) is the stable (resp. unstable) manifold
through p. (--1, 1) and (--2, 0) denote open intervals.

(2.8) g(x, y)--(x, (y+ l) --1) if .y+li<_,

(2.9) g(x, y)-- (2(x +1)--1,y i .x+
\

Define

where

and

N-D D’ [_) D(6) [0, 1],

D(c)--((y, y., y) e RI /y4-y4-

1
4

The attaching map
@ D() ([0, ] tJ [1--, 1])--+D D’

is given by

(y, y, y, t)- (Y’ y’ t, y-- 1) if 0< t < e

L(y+4, Y2-2, y--l, l--t) if 1--_t_l
(Fig. 3).

In 4-10, we will construct an embedding F" NN. After this,
(x, x, x, x) (resp. (y, y, y, t)) denotes a point of D D’N (resp.
D() [0, 1] c N).

4. For (x, x, x, xt) e D D’ with x+ 11_> and x + 1]>_, define
(4.1) F(x,, x, x, x,)--(f(x,, x), g(x, xt)).

5. For (x,x,x,x,) eDD’ with l_<lx,+ll_<, define
4

(5.1) F(x, x., x, x,) (fl,,/ll(X, x), g(x, x)), where ft :D--D
(0Kt_<D is an isotopy satisfying (5.2)-(5.6). Suppose that positive
numbers b, ., b satisfy

Fig. 3
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(5.2)
and

Then
(5.3)

(5.4)

and

O<bt b<b,

b<min {4--a,, a--4}.

ft(x,, x) f(x, x) if Ix, 1< b
ft=f for ls<t<e,

2
1(5.5) ft=f0 for 0

or ]xl> b,,

(5.6) f(x, x)=(ft(x), x) for
where ft is an isotopy of a neighbourhood of 0 in R and fo has five
fixed points" three sources 0,

_
b, and two sinks

_
b2.

5. For (x, x2, x3, x) e D D’ with x+1]-, F is defined as fol-

lows. Let
(6.1) U={(x,x2, x,x) e DD’l/x+x+(x+l)2<_},

and
(6.2) U {(x, x, xs, x4) e D D’ /Xl + x]+ (x4+ 1)

_
1},

where b<
Then F is defined as follows.

(6.3) F(xl, x2, x3, x4)= (fo(Xl, x2), g(x3, x4)) i (Xl, x, x3, x4) e D D’
1--U and

(f0 1 )(6.4) F(x, x., x, x)= (x, x.), y(x, x, xa, x), -ff(x + 1)--1

if (x, x, xa, x) e U F-I(U),
where y satisfies (6.5)-(6.7).

(6.5) (x x, x, x)= 1x near the frontier of U,

(6.6) y(x, x., x x)=2x if (x, x, x, xt) e U and 1

and
(6.7) y(x, x, xa, x,) does not depend on x if Xl I< b.
(6.8) F({(x,x.,x,x) e UIx3<O}){(Xl, X2, X3, X4) e UIX3<0}.

In {(x, x, x, x,) e U Ix 0} there are only a finite number of nonwander-
ing points, which are hyperbolic fixed points. Furthermore F satisfies
the conditions in 10.

7. On D() [0, 1--], F is given as follows

(7.1) F(y, y, Ya, t)= 0(Y, Y), Y, (Y, Y, Ya, t) e Da() x [0, 11,

where satisfies the followings.
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and

2
(7.2) (y, y, y, t) depends only on t

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

>o.

(Yl, y, y, t) -(-t) for 1--2< t<1-

(Y, Y2, Y, t)= y(y, y, t, y--1) if O< t <.
Moreover F satisfies 10.

8. For (x, x, x, x) e D x D’ with x+11-,
F is given as follows. Let h" D-D (O<_t ge) be an isotopy such that

(8.1) ht=f if l_<t<,
2

ht(x,x)--f(x,x) if --2<Xl<4--b4 or 4+b4<x<6,(8.2)
and

(8.3)
Then

ht(x, x)---f(x--4, x--2)+ (4, 2) if Ix-4l< b.

(8.4) F(x, x, x, x,)----(ho(x, x), g(x, x, x, x,), -x),
where h satisfies the followings.

1 (x3 + 1)-- 1 if /(x-- 4) + (x2--2) + (x3 + 1)(8.5) h(x, x, x, x)=
2g and x -:-,

(8.6) g(x, x, x3, x) =2(x3+ 1)-- 1 if /(x--4) + (x--2) + (x+ 1)

1where / --e.
4

(8.7) h(x, x, x, xt) does not depend on x if x1--41 bl.
Furthermore F satisfies 10.

9. For (x,x2, x3, xa) eDxD’ with <lx/ll<, define
4

(9.1) F(,,z,)= hl/l(x,.),.(a+l)--l,-10. N is an embedding of N such that
(10.1) F(N) int N,

and
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(10.2) F is isotopic to the identity.
11. Straightening the corner (and modifying F near the corner),

we can regard N as a submanifold of M which is diffeomorphic to
DS. Extend F to a diffeomorphism of M such that the nonwander-
ing sets of F in M--N consists of a finite number of hyperbolic fixed
points.

12. The nonwandering set of F consists of a finite number of
hyperbolic fixed points and two non-periodic orbits {(x,x., 0, 0)
D D’l(x, x.) satisfies (12. i)} (i-- 1, 2), where

(12.1) there is an integer no such that
f’(x, x) e A if n no,
f’(xl, x2) e A3 if n=no,
f,,(xl, x) e A if n>no,

(12.2)
and

there is an integer no such that
fn(x, x) e A if n<no,
f’(x, x.) e A if n >_ no.

The details will be published elsewhere.
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